The paper represents a case study which 
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, each and every company wants profit, high productivity, value in market. This case study focuses on reducing PPM (Parts per Million) to 0 PPM and the only way to achieve 0 PPM is implementation of Poka Yoke, the words itself tell the meaning i.e. Mistake proof. We can say that it is the combination of Punching machine and Poka Yoke system combined to increase productivity. It makes use of some inductive proximity sensors to sense the metal clips, whether they are there on its place or not. All the sensors are used as a human eye which properly checks the metal clip presence on the component.
By using some basic logics, that pneumatic punching machine circuit was so arranged that; firstly, sensors will sense the presence of the metal clips and then further operation of the punching is done when we got the signal from the electronic control panel which takes sensor output as its input.
What is Poka Yoke?
Poka Yoke is a Japanese concept which means to avoid (Yokeru) and mistakes (Poka). Main aim of Poka Yoke concept is to make whole system error proof that means no one can make mistake although some one wants to make mistakes intentionally. It eliminates the defects or faults. This term was coined by Shigeo Shingo in 1960s for the part of Toyota Production System. The aim of poka-yoke is to design the process so that mistakes can be detected and corrected immediately, eliminating defects at the source. A methodic approach to build up Poka-Yoke countermeasures has been proposed by the APS methodology [1] , which consists in a three steps analysis of the risks to be managed: 1. Identification of the need 2. Identification of possible mistakes 3. Management of mistakes before satisfying the need [1] These steps are taken into consideration while thinking about implementation of Poka Yoke system in any field because this methodology remains same at all the situations and conditions.
Fig -2: Poka Yoke Principle
Above figure shows the concept of the Poka Yoke system. In upper diagram, size of both holes are same, therefore there may be mistake of putting positive terminal into negative hole but on the other hand, in lower figure, the sizes of both the holes are different which results in avoiding the misplacement of the terminal into wrong hole.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem in this case was missing metal clips. That component which was to be punch sometimes sent further for punching operation without conforming all metal pins are there on its place or not. These were results in wastage of times which indirectly affect productivity of the plant. This was the problem.
From below chart, we can conclude that in each lot of 50 components, we found 2 to 3 component such that metal clips were missed so if we calculate total PPM of the readings we got; that was too high which leads to wastage of so much time. Firstly, simple pneumatic circuit is made which can operate the cylinder according to its stroke. To integrate Poka Yoke system to this pneumatic system is by adding a solenoid valve between compressor and direction control valve. The solenoid valve gets opened when it will get signal from electronic control panel (PLC). Programmable Logic Controller will take input from Inductive proximity sensor and will process the signal accordingly and sent to solenoid valve and solenoid valve will send air to pass through cylinder.
Inductive proximity Sensor
Metal Clip
Fig-4: Inductive Proximity Sensor working principle
Its main function is to collect the information on system status and to feed it to the micro-processor(s) for controlling the whole system. Eddy current proximity sensors are used to detect non-magnetic but conductive material. They are comprised of a coil, an oscillator, a detector and a triggering circuit. Figure-4 shows the construction of eddy current proximity switch. When an alternating current is passed through this coil, an alternative magnetic field is generated. [3] . If a metal object comes in that proximity of the coil, then eddy currents are induced in the object due to the magnetic field. These eddy currents create their own magnetic field which distorts the magnetic field responsible for their generation. As a result, impedance of the coil changes and so the amplitude of alternating current varies. This can be used to trigger a switch at some pre-determined level of change in current. [3] . In this system, PLC, solenoid valve and Proximity sensor plays main role to implement Poka Yoke. PLC has 2 main compartments in it. These are Input interface, Data Processing unit (microprocessor) and Output interface as shown in above block diagram. 4 proximity sensors are connected to the input interface of PLC. It sends the data to the microprocessor. Power supply is given to microprocessor and memory is inside the processing unit to store the data it has got. Microprocessor is pre-programmed according to our need. In this case it is programmed that unless and until the entire metal clip set is not sensed; PLC will not send positive output i. From above table and chart we can see the result we obtained after implementation of the Poka Yoke concept to the punching machine.
_______________________________________________________________________________________

CONCLUSION
From this project we have got positive output which meets organizational requirement i.e.  Increased productivity  Achieved 0 PPM  Eliminated rework time  No chance for mistake A very simple technique is used to implement Poka Yoke to the punching machine which was so profitable. Poka Yoke eliminated mistakes and rework time.
